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tools for MOBILITY-ON-DEMAND PARTNERSHIPS

It is with pleasure that ITS America and the Federal Transit Administration’s Mobility-on-Demand (MOD) team announce our collaboration with the Shared-Use Mobility Center (SUMC). The Mapping Tool and Policy Database of SUMC’s Shared Mobility Toolkit now include data on public-private partnerships between MOD providers and both transit agencies and local organizations. Click below to access the tools.

PEER TO PEER, EV CARSHARE PILOT
Carshare for affordable housing complex in OR
Launched on March 24, 2017

Drive Oregon, Hacienda Community Development Corporation, Pacific Power, and the CarCharging Group are working together, with support from the Meyer Memorial Trust and the Schmidt Family Foundation, to pilot the first ever peer-to-peer electric vehicle carsharing project. Through this program, three used Honda Fit electric vehicles will be available to residents of the Vista de Rosas affordable housing apartment complex in Northeast Portland, Oregon. The project launched on March 24, 2017 and aims to enable transportation for the lower-income community that is relatively cleaner, more convenient, and less expensive than traditional transportation options.

( Photo by Drive Oregon)
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RELATED NEWS

Scoop launches carpooling in Seattle
(Photo by Scoop)

Seattle's Pronto Cycle Share program ends
(Photo by Seattle.gov)

Uber partners with AEG venues in U.S. & Europe
(Photo by AEG)

Uber partners with Innisfil, ON
(Photo by A. Stiller)

Lyft launches new service, Lyft Shuttle
(Photo by Lyft)

Foster City & Scoop extend partnership
(Photo by Foster City)

RydenGo – a new ridehailing model?
(Photo by RydenGo)

Uber tests digital slug lines in Northern Virginia
(Photo by Washington Post)

Lyft & the National Federation of the Blind
(Photo by Lyft)
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